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IULTIBAND iMAGERY AND
THE OPERATIONAL LEVEL OF WAR

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTI ON

There is a direct relationship between the quality aro eiieivt., .s of

decision making and the quality of data and analytical tools available to

decisionmakers. Commanders' operational, planning and policy decisions are almost

always based upon the recommendation(s) of some form of analysis which examines

the interplay between several factors that impact upon a particu;ar issue.

Decisions concerning warfighting at the operational level, for example, must be

based upon the evaluation of a host of institutional, political, historical,

doctrinal and military specific concerns. Automated information systems based

upon familiar geographic information standards (maps and related products) can

enable the cecisionmaker to deal more effectively with these issues. I

Warfighting information systems are powerful tools 4or integrating and

analyzing data derived from widely scattered sources as remotely sensed imagery,

soils surveys, locally obtained special purpose maps, utilities maps, water

sampling stations, topographic maps, municipal planning overlays and several

social, political and economic agencies. Virtually any oata toat can oe or are

mapped to some geographic reference can be 'digitized" and stored in a data base.

Once stored these data can oe rapidly recalled, manipulated, reconfigured,

updated, compared, sorted, displayed and mapped at a scale and format designed to

meet the needs of the commander and his staff. The system itself becomes a tool

which allows decisionmakers an ability to analyze complex interrelationships

(mathematical, social, spatial) between variables that affect a particular problem

or situation. 2

The purpose of this paper is to look at a portion of information systems and

surveillance technology supported by multispectral systems and multiband imagery

and show how an initiative in this discipline would impact upon the Army's ability

to accomplish its missions at the operational and tactical levels of war.

NI



It follows that an intormation system derives its total power from two
sources. The algorithms and composition of the logic, the analytical engine if

you will, can be designed to support a host of input devices and data streams.

However the strongest analytical model is limited by the quality and quantity of

the data and sensor systems available to serve it. Multispectral systems

providing multi band imagery data along with a host of other sources makes the

analytical engine oecome a powerful information generating tool and decisonma ing

aid. Warfighting information systems not only facilitate more timely, efficient

and cost effective decisionmaking, they also foster better aecisionmaking since

they enable the user to conduct and derive information from analyses that were

heretofore unique and otherwise infeasible.3

Warfignting at the tactical and operational level requires a

multidisciplinary approach. Important contributions are made by maneuver, .

intelligence, logistic, engineer, signal, chemical and many other elements. The

warfighting information system must be accessible to receive input from and

provide information and support to all of these components. Institutional,

doctrinal, political and economic considerations are oftentimes as or more

important than technical issues. This important lesson must be applied in the

utilization of a warfighting system.

On the battlefield of the future, 'enemy forces will be located, tracked and

targeted almost instantaneously through the use of electronic imagery, data links,

computer assisted intelligence evaluation and automated fire control. With first

round kill probabilities approaching certainty and with surveillance devices that

can locate and cintinuously track the enemy the need for large forces to fix the V.

opposition physically will be less important. " This quotation is from an address

made by General William C. Westmorland, then U.S. Army Chief of Staff, to the a
Association of the United States Army. He continued, "I see battlefields that are

under twenty-four hour real or near-real time surveillance of all iypes. I see a

battlefield on which we can destroy anything we locate through instaiit '

communication and almost instant application of highly lethal firepower." 4 S

General Westmorland's vision is rapidly becoming reality because of

developments in technology, specifically in the area of microelectronics. These

innocuous chips in general and computers in particular have totally revoiutionized

2
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our lives. But these developments have revolutionized military activity to an

even greater degree.

IWe are living in an era of technological growth with tremendous spinoffs to I.
't.

the military. Breakthroughs have occurred in several areas to include more -i

efficient sources of power, improved fuels, reduction in size and weight per unit .9

of destructive firepower, smaller more accurate weapons delivery s/scems an new
materials, to include laminated armor and fiber optics. Of all the advances in

it
military technology however, those with the most far reaching consequences are t

developments in surveillance used to locate, identify and monitor enemy forces and

control the battlefield. 5
I.

Coupled with microelectronics in the form of computers to assist in military

decision making, advances in surveillance are transforming warfare at the tactical %

and operational as well as the strategic levels. Growth in technology and

employment of new concepts and techniques for use on the battlefield of the future

provides an awesome view of what lies ahead in warfare. Our primary national

security policies call for the preservation of freedom for the United States

primarily through deterrence of hostile attacks upon our nation, its people, p

military forces or allies. Should deterrence fail, America must be prepared to

fioht and defeat an enemy attack and terminate the conflict on terms favorable to

the United States, its interests and its allies' objectives. 6 Deterrence is

fundamental to our national strategy and is implemented through the provision of a /

credible warfighting capability to include the projection of combat power into

whatever region it is needed. To deter effectively our strategy must meet four

tests; survivability, credibility, clarity and safety. Its effectiveness lies in

the minds of our opponents and their perception of what our capability may be. 7

A classic military thinker and strategist, Carl von Clausewitz, looked at

deterrence in these terms. "Combat is the only effective force in war; its aim is

to destroy the enemy's forces as a means to a further end. That holds good even

if no actual fighting occurs, because the outcome rests on the assumption that if

it came to fighting, the enemy would be destroyed. It follows that the

destruction of the enemy's force underlies all military actions; all plans are

ultimately based on it, resting like an arch on its abutment. Consequently, all

action is undertaken in the belief that if the ultimate test of arms should

3



actuall:, occur, the outcome would ie favorable ... and relates rot to tre rrean .

but to the end. 8

,r-,dern convent ional warfare has become and , i 1 cont inue to ,e nrcrea=, i_

]eth' .. In the words of General John A. Ijickharn U,S. Arm.: i-2hief of 3taf f,

test rn, t. the , House of Pepresentatiues rrmed Deri;ces Comrmi ttee on t.

r ., ar S5 , r are on tre tnresr o d of some enormous technol ogi cal changes r

Ln-m 4er, rr l .eaponr . The yield of the weapons, the lethal, tv of trie weapons te L

accur ac of the w,.eapons means that we can build in the next four to f-,e ..ear,

:, ve ntona .4earons ihich will approximate nuclear weapons in lethal t., ard J e

are mol)ing in that direction." -7

.rterest ,5 focusing on automated warfare. One reason is the lethality and

destructieness of future warfare and the inherent danger to people who must

operate ir that eniironrment. Another reason is that technology to support
Lsophisticated ,warfare is rapidly becoming available. Developments in surveillance

and target acquisition systems, 'Intelligent munitiors", advances in design of

tvery destructive conventional munitions and the automation of command, control,

communication and intelligence functions p-ice todays i deas wit in reasonabie

reach. Final., automated warfare becomes increasingly more palatable in an

economic sense in that superior technology and its substantial reduction in the

need for soldiers reduces the tremendous personnel financidt costs faced bY,

supporting a large standing army. More dollars can be applied to material

investmen t and fur ther devei op, ,i, and enhancement of automated capab 1 i t i es

within a smaller defense budget. 10

Hard choices have to be made. Allocation of resources on the battlefield a."

becomes a highly complex problem. Therefore decisionmakers wishing to effectively 5-

exercise their judgment must seek and receive assistance in dealing with complex

and interrelated issues. It is for this reason that quantitative tecniques have 5

assumed such a rapidly growing role i n a w ide range of mi i tar, dec is ionmaK rg

situations. Multispectral imagery can and will provide the information needed for

careful planning, situational analysis and decisionmaking on the battlefield where

and when it counts.
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CHAPTER II

BACKGROUND

Remote sensing is the acquisition of information about an object taken

witnout direct physical contact. The term, coined in the earl' 19 60's by

geographers in the Office of Naval Research, was used to apply to information

derived from photographic ana non-photographic systems. In a simpie case the

human eye may be considered a remote sensor because it visually senses information

from its surroundings. However the term remote sensing as it is used today refers

to the gathering and processing of information about our Earth and its

environment, particularly its natural resources and the influence of man througn

the use of photographs, imagery and digital data acquired from an aerial platform

or satellite. Remotely collected data can be in many forms to include variations

in the geomagnetic field force distribution, acoustic wave or electromagnetic

energy distributions. Most of the newer technology and, in particular, that with

which we are cuoncerned deals in electromagnetic energy systems. I

The most familiar form of electromagnetic energy is visible light. The

visible portion of the spectrum is only one of many forms of electromagnetic

energy and makes up a very small part of the energy spectrum as shown below. With

this band the human eye, panchromatic and color films as well as certain

multispectral sensors are able to distinguish between shades of gray (intensity)

and wavelength (color). Much information about the earth may be taken in the

reflective ultraviolet, near infrared, thermal infrared, and microwave portions of

the spectrum as well. Coverage of terrain masses in these portions of the

electromagnetic spectrum must be obtained electronically using selectively

designed sensors and scanning systems. Each object on earth reflects, absorbs or

radiates in some portion of the electromagnetic spectrum according to its own

particular structure, composition and condition. The frequencies of the reflected

energy as well as their intensity are like a fingerprint which can help identify

or characterize an object. These fingerprints are known as spectral signatures. 2

%3



The Electromagnetic Spectrum and Spectral Characteristics
of Sensing Systems. (Note that wavelength scale is logarithmetic.)

I ---I <--- Human Eye

Photogralhy Thermal Scanners

Multispectral Scanners
---------------

---I----------- i -------------- ------
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\\ \\\\ \ \
\ X Rays \"- \ \ Thermal Infrared Microwave

\ \ Gamma Ray' \ \ \ ReTlected Infrared &
\_osnic Rays \ \ Vi?ble Band Radar

\_ULTra Violet

Devices used to sense and measure reflected electromagnetic energy are known
as multispectral scanners. The sensors sweep over areas of the earth recording

strips of spectral fingerprints in small units called pixels. Depending on the

design of the sensor and many other factors pixel size resolutions range from

approximately thirty meters square to much less than one meter. These pixels can

be reconstructed mathematically as if they were a map. But here is where the real

power of multiband imagery shows because the positioned data can be further

analyzed through comparison and frequency band ratio tecnniques to force selected

fingerprints or characteristics of interest to stand out and be measured. The

military implications of this capability are obvious. 3

The identifying, measuring and accounting for resources over large areas of

the globe and deriving specific information about them is a formidable task.

Todays technological advances in the fields of sensors and high speed computers

able to manipulate the massive data streams related to terrestrial informatior

management provides the potential to pruduce reliable information bases at

spatialspectral and temporal resolution that is useful to both military planners

7



and land use managers aliKe. The reader interested in historicai or more

technical information about remote sensing and muitiband imagery is referred to

several escellent references listed in the bibliography.

What follows is an attempt to examine the information requirements and

decisionmaking needs of a commander functioning at the operational level and

suggest that multiband imagery, ihen quickly converted to militarily significant

informat!on can have a major impact upon his decision cycle. It must be pointed

cut that the use of remote sensing or any other data for military applications is

highly senst,ve. tniny concepts, requirements, capabilities or appl cations

discussed in this paper are strictly the hypotheses of the author and must not be

taken as official positions.

Airland Eattle doctrine portrays a situation characterized by non-linearity

and fluidity. The successful commander, both at the operational and tactical

levels, must maintain a degree of purpose, coherence if you will, in order to

confidently concentrate superior comLat power at decisive piaces and win battles

and campaigns. Certain operational functions traditionally associated with

tacti a opecations may be used by the uptrationai commander. These functions

applied at the operational scale change the way they are conducted and

sxncnronized. The operational commander must influence the design and desired

outcome of his campdign weil before its actual conouct since operational decisions

carr., great inertia, are not easily changed and the consequences of failure are

significant, 4

Intelligence has been defined as the product resulting from the collection,

processing, integration, analysis, evaluation and interpretation of all available

information concerning foreign countries or areas which is significant to military

policymaking or the planning of military operations. Timely, accurate information

about tie activities, capabilities, plans, intentions and actions of an enemy ,or

a potential enemy) is needed to develop sound national security and foreign polic.

and workable operational plans. The functions of intelligence and deception allow

the commander the luxury to directly influence the outcome of the operation. The

concepts of intelligence and deception are reaily direct opp:sites in that r

deception deals in self analysis as opposed to enemy analysis, yet the elements of '

4 N N
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deception from the enemy's point of view are essentially the same as our

intelligence efforts directed at a,- enemy force. 5 %

Situation development becomes the basis by which intelligence is developed at

all levels. Data elements are gathered and processed into informatlon whicn is

further -ollected and fused into a product derived from multiple sources to

provide the commander an estimate of the situation in sufficient time to allow him

to respond with the most effective frienoix course of action. The commander and

his staff consider the well known factors of METT-T, the mission, knowledge of the

enemy, kerrain, Lfu s ar' tirre available. Intelligence is vital to the

successful design of the operation. Difficult to achieve and dangerous to rely;

upon, inLell~gence at the operational level remains critical to the commander's

aecisionmaking process which carries momentum so that once put into motion cannot

be easily redirected. 6

The operational commander therefore needs a dedicated system of intelligence

preparation during peacetime to aid in planning at the operational level yet

capable of providing the rapid response information and decisionmaking needs in d,,-
sufficient quantity, accuracy and reliability essential to support his mission of •

deterrence through readiness, preparedness and vigiiance. One part of those needs L

I believe can be satisfied by and through the use of a dedicated multiband remote

sensing capability placed on orbital and airborne platforms.

The current military posture statement prepared by The Joint Staff reflects

their recognition of the increasing military importance of space and our

increasing dependence on space and aerospace systems for the effective empioyment

of the United States' military forces. "[Aerolspace based systems have clearly
demonstrated their value in support of the planning and execution of U.S. militar,

operations, thereby contributing to the deterrent and defense

capabilities...National command authorities and U.S. military forces depend

heavily upon [atrolspace systems in peacetime, crisis and conflict." 7
.

Current military uses of space include collection of information about the

weather, providing tactical and strategic commnunications and communications

support, navigation and nuclear warning. Other areas of interest include space

control, force application, space support and force enhancement studies and

effects. 8, 9
I

9
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Force enhancement activities applicable to provide intelligence support to

the operational commander include communications, terrestrial surveillance,

navigation and positioning, meteorology, oceanography, mapping and search and

rescue. Space support activities include operations associated with the launch,

deployment, maintenance, sustainment and recovery of aerospace vehicles and their

mission oriented subsystems. 10

Space systeis have been designed to support both peacetime and wartime

military operational requirements within these previously noted areas. Many

functions and capabilities provided by orbital systems are unique and cannot be

duplicated by airborne or ground based systems. Other functions become enhanced

by the positional or temporal aspects of space basing and provide increased force

multipliers for the operational commander by heiping him more effectively predict

conditions well into the future in the face of an enemy reveal ing his operational

aims and reducing the factors of uncertainty. 11 Analyses derived in part from

multiband imagery provide the commander an idea of just what his operation appears

like frc, an enemy's perspective thereby providing a twofold advantage. His

overall control of his own widely dispersed force is greatly improved and what may

be his most important battiefield initiative, his intent to deceive, becomes less

vulnerable to discovery. Dedicated information systems supported with multiband

imagery lets the commander better see the current battlefield at a macroscopic

level. They provide a cushion of redundancy, an overlap if you will], with scarce

national s/stems' information, thereby giving the operational commander a high

degree of confidence in the information he is receiving for use in his long range

planning and decisionmaking process from his own systems.

In summary, theater commanders must apply the principles of war and

accurately identify and defeat the enemy at his center of gravity. 12 The

successful commander should have sufficient high quality information in as near .

real time as possible so that he can intimately understand his enemy, unmask his

motives and operational scheme, walk a mile" in his opponent's shoes, and then

attack him with certainty at his center of gravity. Multispectral systems can

_. play a major role by assisting pre-war intelligence preparations and indicating,

in harmony with other resources, those changes that give the commander the

. information he needs to fight.

10
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CHAPTER III 'I

THE REQUIREMENT AND A SOLUTION

Maneuver c:iamanders at the operational and tactical level require severai

varieties of relevant, high quality information covering extensive areas o%

terrain in order to adequately plan and co, uuct their operations. These

information oackages include previously developed long term data base reference

resources upon which current remotely sensed data and information may be overlaid,

correlated and analyzed. They can provide the commander the edge he needs to

better understand the enemy he is facing and hopefully shorten his decision cycle

to one well within that of his opposing counterpart in order to take charge of the

operational battlefield and win decisively. The information needed at the

operational level, while composed of many elements of analysis that are included

in tactical information needs, must be evaluated in a wider context in an effort

to learn their effects upon the enemy's decision making process. The operational

commander must merge political, economic, technical and temporal information

normally associated with strategic collection means. It is likely that he is one

of several customers competing for aLcess to these highly specialized limited

information sources. This situation is unacceptable' I Ut

Today's commander in chief 'ICINC) must operate within the entire spectrum of

modern warfare. He must be prepared to deal with application of military power

using small, highly specialized forces to achieve national aims short of general

war to massed armies, air forces and navies conducting joint interdependent

operations on a regional or worldwide scale. As his scope has broadened so have

his problems of planning and command and control of these military operations at

the macro level. 2

The operational commander must have dedicated systems, capable of providing a

stream of both strategic and tactical level information in a real or near real

time basis tailored specifically for his region and expected level of application

of power. What must this system be capable of doing? What are its key

characteristics? Where should its component parts be found on the battlefield"

When should it be available to the operational commander) How does this

S
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capability impact upon the doctrinal, training, organizational and material needs

of our armed force? What follows is an attempt to address these and other issues.

Ar Evolutionary Expert Information System For Battlefield Analysis KEEIS) may.

provide a solution. The term expert system requires some further explanation. Mr,

expert system consists of an automated logical decisionmaking and ariail,..is process

that uses data and inference procedures to solve non-trivial probtems that are

difficult enough to require significant human expertise for their solution.

Founded on knowledge built up by experts in the ield and stored in an automated

information base, the system applies and processes that knowledge through

interaction with some inference or logic driver which controls the reasoning

process. Key to the success of expert systems is separation of the information

elements and the procedures of applying that resource to practical problems.

Separation facilitates changing or updating the system as new understanding is

acquired either through the data or inference lobes. 3

Simpie in concept the EEIS consists oi a variety of multispectral sensors

mounted on one of several suitable aerospace platforms. The multiband sensor bank

would have sufficient resolution and bandwidth structure capable of sensing data

from a designated area of interest within the prescribed wavelength bands and I

passing that data to a receiving and analysis station or battlefield scenario

generator (BSG). 4 A key feature of the multiband scanner is its ability to be

preprogrammed to sense, on a priority basis, for specific factors associated with

weather, terrain or intelligence. Special combinations of sensor selection and

sensitivity or a general default value capable of selective or general data

acquisition may also be chosen. It is here where analysis ruies, arcnival data

and current muitiband imagery data input are merged and processed in order to ,

provide real time battlefield situation information to the commander and his

staff. Additional off-line controlled processing may also provide a wealth of

information for inclusion in baseline intelligence products such as the

intelligence preparation of the battlefield (IPB) enemy, weather and terrain

analysis. The BSG would merge current input with its terrain, feature and

military data bases and extract relevant battlefield information reports. The BSG.

will use its expert systems logic, capable of examining past and current

information about a particular area or region, and automatically predict (on a

13
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statistical basis) current and future effects the weather and terrain will have

upon enemy and friendly operations. 5

For example, the EEIS will have as one kernel a paradigm of say tank mobilit;/

based upon terrain characteristics, features, soil types, vegetation cover,

expecteo seasonal norms, current and forecast weather conditions, vehicle

characteristics enemy order of battle and other variables. It will then merge

this r ss of data into a clearly defined mobility analysis on a pixel by pixel

basis for the area in question. 6

The multispectrai scanner package being relatively small and light ,eight ma/

be installed on one of several space and aerial platforms capable of performing

reconnrdsance missiuns in the desired area. Since the system is programmable,

mission controllers will preset the desired spectral characteristics, scan rates

and resolving power requ.r-ed for the type of mission being planned. Having the

flexibility of mission priority programming and selecting the appropriate one of

several aerial platforms the system can be directed at obtaining additional

information about the enemy, weather or terrain from a variety of terrain parcels

located from just behind the forward line of troops (FLOT) to regions deep within

enemy territory. .

Information to support the following operational level of war requirements is

forthcoming from such a multitask oriented system:

- Situation development - IPB development and refinement requires a I

continuous integrated analysis of weather terrain and enemy capabilities upon

operations. Current characteristics of the theater of operation and changes on a

macro- as well as on a microscopic perspective are important. Threat evaluation

to include force to space ratios derived from enemy deployment patterns,

echelonment of forces, composition of forces and terrain analysis may be

determined through multiband imagery.

- Target development - Multiband imagery provides the capability of

sensing significant current events on the battlefield and quickly mapping them for

use as analytical tools to determine enemy campaign characteristics, formations

and possible center(s) of gravity.

14
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- Security and deception - Multiband imagery allows for the depiction and

determination of measures used by friendly forces to protect their own centers of

gravity and enhance their degree of survivability. Coupled with decoy and

deception planning, multiband imagery allows the operational commander a view of

how he looks to the enemy and where his deception actions need strengthening.

- Indications and warning - The rapid response and long term surveillance

characteristics offered by multiband imagery provide the luxury of observing

changes in economic, agricultural, social, industrial and military behavior

patterns that could indicate potential eiem, hostile actions.

These characteristics are useful to the commander to plan, control and

monitor his uperational maneuvers while remaining abreast of enemy activities.

Maximum use of his limited resources can be planned to both optimize position of

his forces on the battlefield and exploit tactical success to achieve national

aims and strategic results. 7 I

Survival of the EEIS on the battlefield is critically important. Location of

its components and their ability to link with the BSG and associated expert

analysis system is synonymous with success. Redundancy is one means of insuring

the survivability of EEIS. Mounting multiband sensor packages on a variety of

platforms and providing both on board recording and downlink capability of such "-

design and characteristics to avoid detection enhances survivability. Positioning

receiving antennas as far forward as practicable and using reduced power and line

of sight transmissions assists as well. For missions requiring long duration data

streams, on board recording and mechanical delivery of recorded data provides

added survivability and limits detection. Use of ground generated signals to mask

real downlinked data streams allows long term transmissions to be made with

relative safety. Orbital platforms may transmit data through orbital or ground

based relay stations. Once received, data can move rapidly through fiber optic or

hard wire ground comunications nets until it reaches the BSG complex. BSGs can

be positioned in corps or higher headquarter's intelligence modules in accordance-K

with current doctrine and battlefield dispersion methods. Once converted to

information formats, multiband imagery derived products can be dispersed to higher

and lower echelons as necessary through existing distribution means. "

II
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What remains to be discussed deals with doctrine, training, organization arid

material acquisition, or in simpler terms, integrating multiband imagerx into the p

force structure. Since this paper uses no classified anfcormation or noeas, I will

attempt integration of EEIS with hypothetical deficiencies, descriptions ano

driving factors and will propose corrective action methodology which can be used

to get this capability into the force, more specifically, into the hands of the

CINCs and corps commanders.

As stated previously, Operational commanders require a dedicated source of

information covering areas of terrain ranging from a few square kilometers to

large regions greater than one million square kilometers extending from the FLOT

up to several thousand kilometers behind enemy lines. An EElS capable of

meaningful accurate assistance in the analysis of the several oftentimes complex

variables, accepting multiple aata inputs and programmed with pre established

decisionmaking criterion would provide the CINC the tools needed to speed his

decisionmaking process in the conduct of military operations. One source of data

input, multiband imagery, can be exploited for the enhancement of targeting,

terrain analysis, weather and other factors concerning enemy and friendly forces.

Considering the individual and synergistic capabilities of multiband imagery

sensors mounted on several types of space and aerial platforms, the ability to
manipulate their data streams and quickly correlate findings to a geodetic

reference and the ability to tie these products in with conventional IPB, terrain

analysis, weather, targeting and situation development makes multiband imagery an I

idea; selection. ,5'
,'-N

What then is our goal and how can it be reached? The Army must develop a

capability to collect and analyze a variety of digital multispectral data products

keyed towards support of its warfighting CINCS and their major subordinate S

commanders in planning and conducting joint and iarge unit operations. This o

capability must include rapid analysis, via knowledge based automation or 4

artificial intelligence systems, of terrain, weather and enemy information data.

Data must be acquired at appropriate levels of sensitivity and resolving power and •

in selected spectral bands in order to quickly provide the required information to

the decisionmakers. The exploitation of aeronautical and space related

technologies is emphasized since these disciplines most likely hold the '1
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capabilities of evaluating, analyzing dnd displa'ing situational parameters on

terrain based graphics at tne scaies necessary to support tri region. 9

w,,e start with the cooperative participatipn of terrain and intelligence

analysts capable of merging the intuitive powers of their Digital Topographic

Support System and the All Source Analysis System or their derivatives. Key to

operati,,nal capabilitx is the ability of these two battlefieid analsis

disciplnes, each with their respective data base management responsibilities, to

use ore-another's working files. With the introduction of multiband imaging

technology, immediate attention is to be given to continued building of data bases
and libraries. When the expert automated management and decision capabilities

become available, incorporation of these libraries will enable rapid and accurate

interpretation of critical features and attributes which feed the decisionmaking

process. Concurrent structured professional resident and field training programs

must be established, training devices fielded and formalized doctrine developed.

10

A listing of significant integration issues follows:

- Doctrine -

* Develop processes and planning procedures for obtaining, managing and

using dedicated EEIS capability at the operational level.

* Develop doctrine to interrelate multiband sensed digital imagery and

conventional analog products.

* Develop the logic flow architecture and inference rules/decision

processes for use in the production of automated information.

- Training -

* Institutionalize military space engineering research.

* Develop a program of instruction for integrated multiband imagery

analysis. Establish training requirements for officer and enlisted personnel in

this field.

- Organizational -

17
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V.

Establish organizations for planning, controllrg, analysis and

presentation of multiband imagery information products.

* Create an active space developments working group

later ,d;

* Develop and field multiband imagery capable acquisiticn and analysis

systems.

* Upgraae ano improve terrain and intelligence analysis workstations,

within DTSS and ASAS and respective training devices.

* Develop and field standardized digital informational data bases

capable of multiband imagery data compatibility , advanced analysis workstations

and training devices.

* Develop arid field imagery correlation software to support terrain and

weather analysis, situation development, target development, security and

deception and indications and warning for tne EIo.

Up to this point I have presented a group of issues general in nature which U'

in themselves present a formidable problem. When examined under a higher degree

of magnification certain implications and possible solution strategies become .s

apparent. My aim is to break the EEIS integration problem into smaller more

manageable pieces which may provide a source of requirements for further action.

* Develop processes and planning procedures for obtaining, managing and using

dedicated EEIS capability at the operational level:

Assuming dedicated multiband imagery based data acquisition support was

available for the warfighting CINCS and their major subordinate commands, no

battlefield scenario generator exists which can quickly convert the high volume

data streams into a useful information product. 12 Even if such a capability

existed the analysts have no real means or procedures to capitalize on its

ava iao i t, aue to a lack of standard methods and techniques at their level.

Procedures for requesting, obtaining, processing, analyzing and exploiting

multiband imagery technology are lacking. Design of automateu data bases capable

.J
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of storing and accessing raw mission data or interim informat ion products ,s eet

unspecified. No appropriate standard exists for exploitr',e digital multi anj %

magery data. Current publications make no attempt at ,nc:rpcratirg this

technology into daily operations. Solutions to this issue require merging the

multiband operational capability with product requirements, planning and

management procedures and published doctrine.

* Devel3p doctrine to interrelate multiband sensed digital imagery and

con'ventional analog products:

Multiband imagery can provide specialized image baseo products which exploit

the unique features of spectral data; the ability to oraw inferences through

mathematical interrelation of two or more spectral data banos acquired over time.

More work needs to be done in developing procedures of pattern recognition and

analysis of weather and terrain features typically associated with mil'tary

activity. Multibard imagery techrilogy is expanding today at a very high rate.

Imagery patterns associated with activity important to the operational level

commancer ano t,,e variety of terrain features discernible in digital imagery

analysis is poorly understood and not well documented. Recognition and

uentification of high value targets with operational importance using digital

muitioand imagery , poori, understood and not well aefined. Manual techniques

are used almost exclusively at corps and below due to limited computer support.

Multibard imagery analyses can include the effects of change over time yet no

doctrine for temporal analysis of terrain and target attributes modified by the

presence of military activity has been developed. rroceoures to correlate terrain

and target pattern changes over time must be developed. The sensitivi y o.

discernible reflectivity and emissivity properties of terrain, vegetation,

military equipment and vehicular signatures is not well understood or documenteo.

Change detection of high value targets of interest by multiband imagerr' sensors

using digital formats requires further study. 13

• Develop the logic flow architecture, inference rules and oeci-ion processes

for use in the production of automated information:

Digital muitiband imagery data may be obtained by a variety of multispectral

scanning systems mounted on one of several orbital or aeronautical platforms.

This implies data sources of various scales using sensors with particular 0
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sensitivities to certain spectral bands. Can such a variety of multiband imagery

olata be meaningfully used by any aralysi; .,stem? Do pre-processing requirements -

e.ist to bring the multifacited data into some degree of standardization before it I
can Le used? Procedures must be developed to allow comparative manipulation of

digital multiband ;magerv' with conventional analog ,photograph/) as .4e i as other- 5%q

i-age based, signals, scientific and technical and human intelligence based

products. Obstacle information, terrain and weather data bases must also be i

included and brought into the same degree of standaroization. Current

manipulation of digital multiband imagery is limited to algorithms and heuristic

procedures performed on individual bands of data derived from a pre-determined mix

04 spectral bands. 1

"n analvsis architecture could look something like tnis:

Iti

Data Acquisition

I ,)

Create Corrected Standard
Data Files

Establish Data Compute Coordinate 
Bas neG eetr, --- Tra nsformat i orn

Select Set Of Anal ysis Y
Clasification Land --- > Classify Data
-over Parameters I'.

Resample Land Cover
Data File -

VK
Assess Accuracy

Upoate Grid Cell Parametric
Data Base Files

Anal ysi s & Product
Freser tat i on 14 ,
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* Institutionalize military space engineering research.

Our officers are in most cases ill equipped to advise commanders on the us.e

of aerospace related engineering capa ,,, cies like multibad imagt, Y. Juniu,

officers are generally unable to conduct technically oriented research and are riot

suited to perform engineer ictensive uuties that are not well defined or promote

better understanding of their professional field through publication. TRADOC

N scnoo's must establish professional standards and encourage junior officers to

develop n technical fields without fear of stagnation or non-selection. 15

* * Develop a program of instruction for integrated multiband imagery anai,Sis.

cstablish training requirements for officer- and enlisted personnel in this field:

Multiband imagery is a relatively ,ew discipline with efforts at major

universities aimed at broaoening the knowledge base. Only a few universities have

programs dedicated to the analysis of muitiband imagery products in digital and

graphic form and none have programs suitable for terrain or intelligence analysts

who would worK with these materials in the military. Terrain analysts receive

only cursory training in hard copy format analysis of multiband imagery products.

They are not currently trained in manipulation of various sources of digital

muitiband imagery nor do they receive instruction in analysis of multiband imagery

data through the use of user responsive decision aids. No training is offered to

analysts in the rigorous correlation of terrain features and attributes as they

relate to or are modified by military activity, time or a host of other variables.

The Defense Mapping School has initiated development of several new courses

with completion targeted for late this year. Germane to this discussion is the

Introduction to Multispectral Imagery Course (IMSIC) which will provide an

orientation on mapping charting and geodetic applications of both nard copy and

digital LANDSAT and SPOT satellite imagery. This course is definitely a step in

the right direction. 16

Officers and warrant officers remain poorly equipped to actively participate

in multiband imagery technology. Since no real opportunities for formal militarv

schooling in this discipline exists interested individuals must compete for

limited resources to study under advanced degree completion programs. Programs in

the fields of knowledge engineering, geological engineering and remote sensing

21
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must be esta1ished. Multiband imagery will become a key contributor to the

warfighting ability of our CINCS. Requirements will grow and mature to provide a

balanced number of officers and noncomissioned officers capable of operating

multiband imagery processing and decisionmaking systems. TRADOC shoul. specify

the detailed needs for these specialties now and develop n-depth programs at the

U.S. Army Engineer School, the U.S. Army Intelligence School and w y r industry to .u

satisfy the future demand for skilled managers and operators. It is only through

educational programs and adequate career progression paths that skilled military

people needed to support and grow with these state of the art systems may be

trained and retained to meet the high technology demano posed by EEIS. 17

* Establish organizations icii planning, controlling, anal/sis and presentation

oT ,rultiband imagery riormation products:

Limited organizational capability for multiband imagery exploitation exists e,

at very high echelons and are staffed with specialized Department of the Army or

Department of Defense civilian employees. Usually no "gr-een suited" multiband

imagery exploitation capability exists in direct support of a CINC. What would

such an organization capable of multiband imagery information require, how large

should it be, and what should its organizational structure look like?

A multiband imagery exploitation team, capable of receiving, processing

and analyzing data and producing useful information products should by necessity

be smali. Based on living (L series) TOE desiyii philosophy it should have a

headquarters module, at least two data reduction and analysis modules and one

graphics product production module for round the clock sustained operational

capability. The headquarters module should have an officer, perhaps a major but

at least a captain as well as a technical warrent officer and a senior

noncomissioned officer (E7). Each data reduction and analysis module should be

manned with a NCOIC (E6) and a mix of enlisted data reduction ano oata

interpretation specialists ( 2 ea E5 and 4 ea E4 and below). This mix alows the

module to task organize itself to meet workload demands. The graphics support

module should also be run by an NCOIC (E6) with two teams of cartographic p

draftsmen and graphic arts specialist cach staffed witri an E5 and 2 ea E4 and

oecw. Trere will be a requirement to develop new military occupational

specialies (MOS) skills in the multiband imagery analysis and !nterpretation

p
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field. The teams will be attached to a military ntei-gence battalion for their

normal support but would receive their taskings through the intelligence

channels. i envision the team receiving data to be analyzed in the BSG or working

With products for further analysis and presentation. The graphics support team

would be equipped with a Quick Response Multicolor Printer while the ana-ysis tea

would have a Terrain Analysis Work Station at its disposal. Final team mannin

would be dictated by the other equipment atd transpurtation related workstation

system personnel needs.

Multi bard irnager>' Expl oI tat ion Team

I HEADQUARTERS I

I SECTION
I.,

I ANALYSIS & i__ I GRAPHICS I
sERPRE7TTc' ION 1 111

SE C.T I OI I I I SECTION I

* Create an active space developments working group:

ii-e H-rm~y Engineer community Is currently supporting remotely sensed data and

ti mplicationi dt the U.S. Army Engineer School and

three laooratories, The Cold Regions Research Laboratory, The Waterways

* Experimental Station and The Engineer Topographic Laboratory. Several other

agencies to include The Space Division of :Ieadquarters, Army Materiel Command, The

Night Qision and Electro-optics Laboratory, The Office o4 the Surgeon General and

The Army Medical Research and Development Command are actively involved in further

iit iativyes. I am confident that several other agencies fall in the same

category. A need exists for a forum to address multiband imagery, drtificial

intelligence and other related disciplines of potential benefit to the A-rmy and

others. An Engineer Development worKing Group structured with a stee'i ig

V23
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committee and sufficient subject area panels such as multiband imagery and

professional development and education) could formulate potential warfighting

information systems and related applicat'ons. It could serve as a nucleus of

c iicepts, Lcnniques and accelerated application for the Army.18

* Develop and field multiband imagery capable acquisition and analysis systems.

Lip.rauv and improve terrain and intelligence analysis workstations, within DTSS

and ASAS and respective training devices. Develop and field standardized digital

informational data bases capable of multiband imagery data compatibilit/, advanced

analysis workstations and training devices. Deveiop and field imagery correlation

software to support terrain and weather analysis, situation development, target

development, security and deception and indications and warning for the EEIS.

Potential military users of geographic information systems have growing needs

for several varieties of digital geographic data bases. A multiband imagery and

recording system will provide for near real time collection of terrain, weather

and feature oriented data through several spectrai bands and offer the user the

option of on board data recording (for processing after completion of the data

gathering mission), real time data transmission (for immediate exploitation by a
local BSG) depending upon the structure of the mission or a combination of the

two. A pre-selected weighted mix of those spectral bands of real time interest

eg. targetry will simultaneously be transmitted to telemetry facilities for
5,

pre-processing and use at EAC or at tactical levels. Depending upon the sensor

package design and the selected platform, the multispectral system will be capable

of self operation and key on other on-board searching sensors (position, sun

angle, altitude, time, etc.) and intelligently select appropriate spectral bands

to record or transmit in accordance with the mission parameters.

The telemetry or preprocessing facility must be capable of survival on tne

battlefield and allow for rapid mission planning, acquisition and preprocessing of

downlinked digital multiband imagery data. Pre-recorded data must also receive

preliminary processing into standard formats and then be fed into the BSG s

geographic analysis capability. 19 Conversion of current data and existing data

bases into information graphics that key on operational or tactical requirements

now provide the commander and his staff with an enhanced warfighting

decisionmaKing capability. New information is merged into the BSG's information

24
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data bases in order to have the most current information tailored to the specific

needs of the region.

The software architecture capable of supporting the EEIS must be based upon

the selected host computer's de ,gn, operating sy>' em, graphics capabili,t and

data base management s:stem. Applications software can be tailored to problems

that are process oriented, discipline or functionally related. Functionally

related software would fill modeling requirements such as scanned data capture and

raster correlation, image display and analysis, terrain modeling, feature

analvsis, did geographic.'spatiai anai.vsi,. Discipline related software is

designed to meet the needs of the individuals trained in the mapping sciences who

require a family of approaches to solving problems involving the geocetic survey,

photogrammetric, geophysical or cartographic fields. Terrain analysis

classification software provides on-line interactive study of terrain features

typically associated with military activity and enemy order of battle doctrine.

Detection of change due to military activity or other preparations for war will be

highlighted for further analysis and verification. This software will be in the

form of a user friendly expert design that allows on-line knowledge base updating,

information retrieval ana rule adjustment to account for special case analyses.

The rule patterns must be selectable for use of this software at corps or Emi

levels. Compatibility with data bases supporting DTSS, ASAS and their derivatives

is required. All software wili support the analyst at his workstation.

The analyst's interactive workstation will allow for the manipulation of

digital multiband imagery data, other data sources, and existing information data

bases using a variety of algorithms and procedures. The workstation will also

provide for comparative analyses through manipulation of digital multiband imagery

with photographic, locally forecast weather, and other layered sources of managed

data (obstical plans, artillery data bases, terrain information systems) and

operate interactively with intelligence sources and analysis systems. Output will

include perspective views, thematic and planning maps, feature overlays and other

custom designed products. 20

Analysts will be provided tiaining at their worKstations with realistic

multiband imagery derived data with which they can interact and compare. Other

data inputs as previously described must also be made available to allow them to

25
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develop the experience and capabilities in peacetime that they will exercise in

war. I

Use of multiband imagery and spectral data reconnaissance systems supports

continued growth in equipment that makes aircraft, helicopters, remotely piloted

vehicles ,*RPY), satellites and other platforms more effective. Enhancements in

sensor technology do not add to the cost of the means of their delivery and

therefore supports national budgetary goals. Ground based systems must survive

which implies rapid setup and teardown times and mobility thereby decreasing .

exposure to the threat. The multiband imagery package can be mounted on any of
a-.

several platforms however only state of the art improvements can reduce time over

target, vulnerability to weather and enemy air defenses and dependence on forward

airfield basing. 21

In this chapter I have attempted to address, in general terms, the more

important doctrinal, training, organizational and material issues facing the F.

integration of a warfighting geographic information system. The operational

commander must have an enhanced decision making capability to compress the time

required for his decision cycle so he can meaningfully influence the battlefield. %

Emerging technology, especially in the field of microelectronics and the ever

growing requirement to manage through rapid analyses, planning and reporting will

provide the medium for developing military geographic information systems and

battlefield scenario generators. One can draw a parallel here to the now familiar

executive decisionmaking tool, the spreadsheet. What the spreadsheet did for 4,

economic analysis geographic information systems can do for military

decisionmaking. For the first time people from a wide range of fields can quickly .,

and easily see geographically tied feature relationships, can manipulate the

information to suit their needs, define new boundaries and confidently make

decisions. The range of potential application for the mi-itary is staggering and

is limited only by the imagination and skill of the personnel involved.

S'
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APPLICATI 0NS

dp to this point have looked at national and mi i tarx strategy and

identified a generic requirement which when filled would better enable operational

level commanders to meet the needs of that strategy. The concept of the EElS and

2S3, able to receive, manipulate and analyze data from several sources to include

multibarid imagery, equates to a highly specialized geographic information system

which focuses upon the needs of operational level decisionmaking in peace and I

across the entire spectrum of war. Any system that can so intervene in

operational and tactical warfare obviously has several uses and applications, some

of them satisf/ing critical needs. Depending on the resolution and discriminating F
powers of its sensors and the analytical power of its computers, the EEIS holds

almost unlimited potential. One needs only to investigate a few possible

applications of this discipline in order to grasp the tremendous advantage having

such a capability would allow. Terrain shaping and crisis management are two

subjects of significance to operational warfighters that lend themselves to

augmentation through an EEIS.

A new generation of obstacle producing systems to include scatterabie mines

, mechanically, aircraft and artillery delivered), off route mines, liquid

explosives and manually placed mine systems with "smart" automatic and

controllable fuse mechanisms is being developed and fielded. These systems have a

tremendous effect upon the range of military, political and diplomatic options

iva~iable to American leaders in time of increasing tensions. Considering crisis
S

and conflict between both the superpowers and regional nations as well, the

availaoility and in-depth employment of obstacle systems would significantly

diversify American options, constitute a versatile lower rung on the escalation

ladder and increase the United States ability to protect its security interests

aor Dad I

The theater commander must be able to probe the mind of his opponent Yet be

arle t.: show "mer can resolVe and sol dit%, of purpose. The deployment of

:"-istacles ds a purely defensive measure provides him another in a range of options

..rch in the end could unify allies into a strong willed force and shape the %

I
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battlefield in operationally advantageous wjays. Due to the passive character of

obstacle systems the aggressor, through his own actions, woul d activate ano V

detonate a portion, perhaps causing him to rethink his positior, b
V,

Ground forces have a strong requrement to locate surface laid minefields at

stand-off distances from the main force structure n excess of ten kilometers.

This gives the tactical commander the opportunity to decide f he w ,i breach,

o'pa-.s, :lear or chouse some other course of action vaI ac e to him. This

requirement is driven by the tactical emphasis of mobility, the developing tactics .-

of rt ern, torces and the threat presented by introducing air delivered scatterable

mines within the offensive structure of the hostile force. Standoff requirements

remain in force for both conventional and scatteraole mines. Enemy force

doctrine, as ours, calls for the use (or re-use) of conventional surface placed

anti-tank mines as flank protection during the attack. Other requirements for

minefield detection include administrative clearing of mines after cessation of

hostilities and for c'earing operations in rear areas.2

Current safe techniques under study to satisfy the minefield detection "

problem relies upon acquisition of digital high resolution multiband imagery and a

logic analysis algorithm which allows identification and detection of minefields

on the battlefield. The hardware concept and software design successful in

identification and location of minefields lend themselves as a small scale model

for our EEIS battlefield information system. Having sufficient baseline data from

which to compare those radiant and reflective changes pertaining to minefield-'

detection is key to the success of the analysis. Furthermore, newly acquired data

can be adoec to existing digital data bases thereby allowing better comparative

analyses. Requirements for mission definition, sensor and platform specification,

data transmission (or on-board recording), and data display falls within the

overall needs of the EEIS, its supporting organization and equipment. 3  ..

A solution to this problem is by no means trivial. Once the imagery has been

acquired the problem becomes one of information processing. Measured returns are

dynamic, changing with weather conditions and time of day, and may only be an

index of the unique properties being measured. Local background conditions (soi)l

type, vegetation cover etc.) will also affect the solution. A correct analysis

depends upon a "smart" computer capable of learning, a- priori those unique

29
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properties of a minefield and using that as a point of departure for further

analysi s.4

The management of crisis involving a disaster cr a scenario leading towards %

combat pro,)ides another lucrative area for the EEIS. The Crisis Actior, z stems

Model used by our jorit Staff is a coordinated process that encompasses people,

procedures and automated systems that together work to produce the best method of

accompl isning a mission in the least possible time. The process prouides

,nformation necessary to develop an appropriate response under time corstraints.5

The crisis or disaster may form in a remote part of the world or within our own

national oourua, es. Re,, t-, emergency management is the crisis team's rel ance

upon some form of spatial presentation usually in the form of a graphic.6

Emergency managers and military leaders facing a crisis require a great deal

of geographical information to include:

- ,;here are the impacceu areas 'area of interest)? %

- Where are the people?

- What impact has key terrain and other natural features have on the

operation'

- Where are the cultural, institutional and military facilities that

play in this situation"

- What transportation options exist?

- What are the environmental pathways and likely avenues of approach-

- What jurisdictional boundaries apply and where do they lie.

These questions all focus on identification, location, change detection,

pattern recognition and movement. The answers require a wealth of applied

geographic knowledge as well as obvious spatial relationships to truly understand

how the phenomena interrelate. Information extracted through analysis ii mapped

and presented usually in the form of an overlay. 7

Hard copy map overlays suffer at least three limitations in crisis management

situations. Time requirements may be greater for preparing overlay materials then

the time frame in which necessary decisions must be made. Map overlays are

prepared and used at only one scale thus limiting their flexibility for use in

both general or detailed analyses. Finally, map overlays require mechanical and

*I,
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analog methods of measurement making. The process of analysis with these tools

is tedious at best.8

Gjeographic information systems code and store spatiall/ ordered teature data

ad car easil,, retrieve, calcuiate, predict and present digital!), derived graphics

at ihate er aca.e and iniormat on density is required.

Effor tz a. tre Feora Emergency Management Hgency FE A) are iocuse"J on

4: deriving and programming logical algorithms to fit all conceivable disaster

situations. rs resuIt chey have defined the information requirements and

dievelopew it, erre rcr each major disaster related phase to include:

-Dreparedness -warning

.. -emergency -rehabilitation

-ror, t or,
.

Data 0ase preparation on a regional basis is well underway and are being

* establ ished in a standard format ready for use in the same way wherever necessary.

it should be obvious that crisis action , both in military and civil applications

hold many similarities and developments in either area will complement each

other .

4nd the I ist goes on. Several other appl ications of the EEIS include

navigationl0 civil works project planning,1l reconnaissance, 12 ,1 3 ,14 ,15

penetration of obscurant concealment,16 agricultural ana economic studiesl?,±3,1

and a nost of others.

'I-1
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,) e . er ha e .oo:ea a t our nLt ora 1  5ecur t. oL.ec I, es arid tre

eso r, Li t es pl aced ,joor our mi I tar;. iorces to ach ie, e them. Our . tcR

cctr e ,-a~ s r a unit., of effort betweer -ervice orces qh ch 1 a real zed orn

-r he :per at oi a I rr anmar, der an r s maj or subor d ,nate ,-,mrnan der _ have

su-, t.in- .., rapn c ,-ecus onmaking support to generate their cr ti cai

,n* orrra t i on needed n ne to i uence tne planning ard execution of thei r

operat,,ns. "n rituative ;r, geographic information systems and surveillance

techn,-o 'g. -DJ or te c L., .j 1,i.pectral Fastems and multiband imagery, similar to

the conceptual zed EElS and BSG that gives the commander dedicated, enhanced

decsiormaking support was shown to increase his ability to accomplish his

mi si on.

1Colorel G.F.R. Henderson pointed out the same needs of the General In Chief

almost one hundred ,,ears ago. 'The eplanation of the brilliant successes that the

great generals gained in spite of rules and against enormous risks is to be fou a

, trie T- t trat tney lookeo riot only or, the pnysical sde - on the numbers and

irrramert of the enemy -- but that they saw his weaknessesi they played upon his

uisceptibilities an] apprehensions; every movement that they made was calculated

to oe-troy ine moral and coniicence of both general and soldier..." The

successful commaner ,looks across the enemy's lines, until he comes to the

quarters occupied by the enemys leaoer, and then puts himseilf in that leader's

place, and with that leaders eyes and mind looks at the situation." and learns

the ,eaknesses, presupposes the enemys action and plans akcora,ngx.., p

The issues which were previously raised - the information requirements of the

corrirar ier, the development of information systems techrt:og;., tne lack of

dedicated expert warfighting inforn, ation s;,sterrz at the disposal of the

operational level commander, proposed applications and the reliance upon manual

methods and techniques to iuse snippets into informaton - are q,,estions that must

be addressed, now or at sometime in the future when their impact may be more

seere . The ionger these issues are postponed tne more 1ikely it becomes that our

arred forces Ail] be required to plan in a crisis management environment, where

-.....................-.. .-...,.-..... ..............-'.
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alternatives ae constrained ri, . me re, artnng nrq nich a course ot act -n ,

be implemented. Expert systems proqrarrs cross several technological i r es to

nc ud;e space, aeronautics, advanced aigna' processing, corpu'.e7, art c.:a

*rte gence aroi the dorairs of map des qn, .. r a fr *etjr e .r act On, geograp, n 1 -

database managemen t and woarfi grht ir.; cec s onmak I ng support. These programs .'

their co'ple4 na .e 71,,E. C d t , M Trc n con ,cetion to implemenraton.

DecZ I ns- mU st oe made now or major progr ams which are to be ocerat o c ra r the

late 1' rO0s and be,ond.

z I Ie, e e "rer ca it, reached a dec ision point in designi ng its currefit ;

term strateg.. Nat ors stra.egy irluences and guides force development and

procurement ar d ecomes 5 - car t fac tor in how 'Me resource secur i t . The

perceptions of cur potential enemies and those of our allies require the United

States to eve 'op an integrated strategy capable of dealing with nigh and low

probab il ti , si tuat ions of war. The words of Carl von Clausewitz presented i n the

first chapter of this paper lend credence to deterrence. However in order for

deterrence to be effective our ability and will to discriminatel , use

conventional, and, if necessary, nuclear weapons must be clearly understood. Our

sstem cais for budgeting processes wnich implies limits to ones options.

Budgets require us to consider tracle-offs in the way we plan and design our

*orces . trerefure Denooves us to develop and procure systems that end

tremse es ' "arge Da,-of4 gains in their operational capability througn low cost

p r Cuc t Tpr.:_erert o4 their cr itical subsystems.2 Multispectral scanners,

mu t Lino mager . and geographic information systems fall within this category .3

be c. t, t  the Ui ted States is committed to joint operations invol inq

i and and air components ft or two or more Ber vices. Doctrine calling for deep

attack and targeting requires systems which tie the operating forces together

through a common thread of informat;on. EEIS and more particularly its

multispectral sensor packages can be designed to operate in Army, Navy ano "IF

Force aerial and space platforms and communicate within their systems. What is

required is the establishment of an institutional commitment to support an EEIS b"

our services through their develooment of improved knowledge data bases designed

for the support o a 3erv1ce yet in a format usable by all. One way of ensuring a

unanrmi t.. of effor t n this arena could be to fence a portion of Service 4unds ir

their biennial Program Objective Memoranaum iPOtt process.
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What would be a measure of the criterion from which a satisfactory soluton

to our strategic arid operational levels of mi i tar' comm trrient is found An y

soiutior, addressing military support in a region of operat ior must:

- Provide for ar effeccive defense

- Increase crisis stability

- Not provoke an arms race

- Improve the ci imate for arms control

- Be acceptable to the public

- Be aifordabie4

contend that EEIS at the strategic, operational and tactical levels satisfies

mese or ,ter- i. 5 ut the operahionai commanoer does not have a oedicateo EEIS to

support him and his subordinate commanders in their decisionmaking ability. The

solution to thB dilemma is obvious.

35
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